The ULCT Resolutions Process: Where Legislation Begins

What do the Land Use Development and Management Act rewrite bill, the RDA reauthorization bill, and the local option transportation funding bill all have in common? They started with a ULCT Resolution.

At the Annual Convention, ULCT members will consider resolutions that set policy priorities. You can see our existing resolutions [here](#) which provide a framework for ULCT legislative advocacy.

The process works as follows:

- ULCT members submit resolutions to ULCT staff
- ULCT staff prepares the resolutions for the ULCT Legislative Policy Committee (Resolutions Committee) to consider on **Monday, September 14, 2020**
- After LPC considers the resolutions, then the ULCT membership will consider the resolutions during the business session on **Thursday, September 24, 2020**

This year the Annual Convention will be held, for the most part, virtually. ULCT is still researching voting capabilities, but if you wish to submit a resolution for consideration or discuss the process, please contact Cameron Diehl at cdiehl@ulct.org. Resolutions are due by **Friday, August 28, 2020**, though a resolution may also be brought to the general membership during the convention. Please submit the text of the resolution via e-mail to Victoria Ashby at vashby@ulct.org or via mail at 50 South 600 East Suite 150, SLC, UT 84102.

(A) Resolution Title/Subject  **ULCT Resolution Template**

__________________________

(B) We, the members of the Utah League of Cities & Towns find:

1. ____________________________________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________________________________

(C) Now, therefore, we, the members of the Utah League of Cities & Towns recommend that:

1. ____________________________________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________________________________

Please use additional pages if necessary.

________________________________________  City(s), Town(s), and/or Affiliate Group submitting this resolution

________________________________________  Person preparing form